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Explore details and speciﬁcations.
WALK-IN BATH DIMENSIONS, WATER DEPTH & THRESHOLD
Designed to ﬁt seamlessly within the space of a standard bathtub. The
KOHLER® Walk-In Bath features fast ﬁll and drain time, hydrotherapy with
massaging air jets and a low 3” step-in.

WALK-IN BATH DIMENSIONS
Exterior Frame: 52” L x 28” W x 39” H
(Up To 60” L x 32” W)
Interior Seat Size: 21½” W x 17” H
All KOHLER® Walk-In Baths can be
customized to ﬁt the size, width and length
of your current tub. It will be leveled to ﬁt
precisely within your existing bathtub space.

WALK-IN BATH WATER DEPTH
31½” Bathing Depth for Maximum Comfort
The size of most home water heater tanks are
large enough to easily ﬁll the bath with hot water.
See more speciﬁcations on the next page.
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AIR JETS AND HYDROTHERAPY
WHIRLPOOL JETS
10 Hydrotherapy Jets and 17
BubbleMassage™ Air Jets
We don’t have the most jets of every walk-in
bath out there—that’s intentional. Our engineers
built the KOHLER® Belay™ Walk-In Bath with
hydrotherapy to feature the optimal number
of jets that are strategically positioned to
maximize comfort, while maintaining a higher
level of water pressure and air jet intensity.

ULTRA-LOW STEP-IN HEIGHT
3” Walk-In Threshold for Effortless Entry
Three inches is the average step-in height for
our walk-in baths—the lowest of any other on the
market. Note that step-in height may vary slightly
depending on your home’s bathroom layout and
speciﬁcations.

FILLING AND DRAINING TIME
Exclusive Kohler Technology Allows
Faster Bath Fill and Drain Time
KOHLER® Walk-In Baths have been carefully
designed to have some of the fastest ﬁlling
and draining times available on the market.
Please note that ﬁll and drain times may vary
depending on the water pipe capacity and
ﬂow rate of your home’s plumbing system.
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Safely step into a bath that is designed to match your personal style. Transform your
bath without any major renovations using our KOHLER® LuxStone™ Bath Walls, chosen
by Kohler design experts. Choose from a variety of patterns, textures and colors to
make your new walk-in bath ﬁt in your home decor. You can even customize your
ﬁxture ﬁnish and bath color.

E L E G ANCE IN ACCE SSIBILITY
Replace your old bathtub with an accessible walk-in bath that boasts an ultra-low 3”
step-in, conveniently placed handrails, easy to reach control panel and multifunctional
shower head. All Kohler bathtubs and showers meet the highest standards of quality
and design.

